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COMPANY OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
In our rapidly expanding world, there has never been a need

for digitalization as much as there is in the last few years. It

was long understood that only companies with multiple

offices all over the globe are the ones that needed any form

of digital precense. Now, not having any digital precense

means that your institution is very close to non-existing at all!

This unprecedented need for digital solutions and IT

infrastructure is what keeps pushing TechSol towards

success guided by our core understanding that quality,

reliability, and meticllousness superceeds any other possible

value that any IT company can provide.



OUR COMPANY

TechSol is a Saudi IT services company that provides a myriad of IT
solutions of different categories as well as digitalization services.

1
UNMATCHED SERVICE
We seek to achieve a level of quality
and sustainability that ensures our
superiority among competitors.

3
SUSTAINABILITY
We make sure to finalize our project with
an eye on sustainability as we think it is
necessary for the delivered service to be
sustained, even beyond our supervision.

4
IT VISIONARIES
Being visionaries in a rapidly changing field  
like IT might be challenging, but we set
ourselves towards that goal regardless as
we believe that it is essential for leadership. 

2
CUSTOMER CARE
We strive to leave our customers
always satisfied even if it goes
beyond written agreements.

ABOUT US

GOALS



OUR COMPANY

COMPANY
VALUES

Creativity: In a competitve world, creativity becomes a survival skill
as those who can create and innovate will always find a way.

High Standards: We always try to keep our standards for the
delivered services at its highest. 

Transparency: In service sector, communicating with clients with
transparency is essential for establishing trust and effeciency

Unity: We realized the power of unity at very early stages and we view
it as our super power that can boost our productivity significantly



Along the past 8 years, we have been providing services for various types of
clients in different sectors. We take pride in the fact that our team contains
experienced individuals that excel at different branches of IT services. Our
services can be described by these 4 categories.

1 IT SUPPORT AND
MANAGEMENT

Integrated Hosting,
Emails, and Security Services

3 IT CONSULTANCY &
TRAINING

Analysis, Evaluations, and
Consultations

2 NETWORKING
CONSULTATIONS

Networking and Surveillance
Setup & Maintainance Solutions

OUR SERVICES
WHAT CAN WE DO?

4 WEB SERVICES
Customized Web Apps,
Web Development & Optimization

5 E-COMMERCE
& MARKETING

Establishment, Managment, and
Marketing of Online Stores
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A process is set forth and sustained to ensure a satisfactory output. Similar principles are adapted to
excute the various processes of our services. Our team is comprised of different people with different
expertise all working together on a single solution and thus, a plan must be set and excuted perfectly.

4
VALIDATION
Ensuring the solution satisfies
the project objectives.

1
IDEA
Based on client needs, we will
provide suggested solutions.

2
DESIGN
Once the idea is solid, we can
start with the design process.

3
EXCUTE
In this stage the solution takes
its final form as it is excuted.

OUR SERVICES

HOW OUR SERVICES WORK



With years of expeciencing serving clients in different fields, it came to our mind that there is a demand for
certain types of solutions that come along with some degree of customizability. We have fixed
packages/solutions that satisfy many of these different needs. Our vision includes the development of many
more of these solutions but currently we maintain and provide 3 systems.

OUR PRODUCTS
INTRODUCTION



OUR PRODUCTS
ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS

TAWASOL

WATHEFF

Tawasol is a basic CRM and
Project Managment system.
Tawasol provides you and
your client with different
dashboards to create and
track quotations and projects
in progress as well as billing.

Need your own job portal where you can post about
available positions and recieve applications
through without the need of a third-party? Watheff
is for you as it can integrate your existing website!

Get it know and finally have a decent “careers”
page of your own!

MAWAEED
Mawaeed is a booking
management system for
appointments and events. It’s
a super solution especially for
beauty salons and for service
sector companies that
require appointments for
meetings etc. 



PROUD OF OUR

PARTNERS



OUR DEAR

CLIENTS



CONTACT US
We can provide you with an initial consultation
and plan ahead for your next project. We will
take care of it from A-Z so don’t hesitate to
reach out to us!

+966 59 008 6000

www.techsolsa.com

info@techsolsa.com

Alrawdah Area, Special
Offices B, Floor 6, Jeddah


